
 

This package includes cleaning appliances inside and behind, baseboards and inside 
of all windows are included in this package. We perform a total deep cleaning of 
your home, and a Walkthrough is completed with you present; we then leave you 
with our 24-hour No-hassle Re-clean Guarantee. 
 

Please note that everything will be vacuumed thoroughly using HEPA Filtered 

Vacuum Cleaners.  

 

 
 KITCHEN  BEDROOMS 

 Clean inside/outside/under & Behind refrigerator   Hand dust all horizontal surfaces 

 Clean inside/outside/under/behind stove and clean 

stove-hood 
 Dust ceiling corners 

 Clean inside/outside of microwaves  Vacuum carpets/rugs 

 Clean inside/outside of dishwasher  Vacuum/dust mop/dam mop hardwood floors 

 Clean and disinfect countertops and backsplash  Clean mirrors 

 Vacuum inside cupboards and wipe thoroughly  Hand clean ceiling fans 

 Clean/disinfect/polish sinks and faucets  Vacuum vent grills 

 Dust and wipe ceiling corners  Dust & hand wipe light fixtures and disinfect switches 

 Vacuum/dust & wipe all horizontal edges  Vacuum and damp wipe all baseboards 

 Sweep/vacuum floor corner and edges  Clean window sills/track and windows inside 

 Vacuum floors and rugs  Vacuum/Hand wipe blinds 

 Dust and damp wipe walls as requested  Clean all closet shelving  

 Wipe surface of all doors  Clean all baseboards in closet Wipe all racks 

 Remove cobwebs  Empty trash and more 

 Vacuum and damp wipe baseboards  DINING ROOM/LIVING AREA 

 Dust and hand-wipe light fixtures and switches  Hand dust all horizontal surfaces 

 Dust Wipe & Clean Window tracks inside  Dust ceiling corners and hand wipe ceiling fans 

 Vacuum All drawers wipe and sanitize   Clean Sliding glass doors as well as tracks  

 Vacuum wipe and sanitize all cupboards  Clean mirrors and glass throughout 

 Wipe the face of all cupboards and drawers  Vacuum and clean all vent grills  

 Vacuum and wipe on top and base of cupboards  Vacuum all carpeted areas 

 Empty trash  Vacuum & mop all hard floors  

 And more…  Vacuum & flat mop all wood floors  

 BATHROOMS  Dust all light fixtures and damp wipe 

 Clean & disinfect showers and tubs  Vacuum and damp mop baseboards 

 Clean shower doors and remove hard water spots  Dust blinds and damp mop clean windows inside  

 Clean mirrors  Clean window tracks and more… 

 Vacuum and wipe out all drawers  Wipe spindles on stairs 

 Vacuum & wipe under sink wipe cupboard base  Wipe and detailed stair way rails  

 Vacuum/Wipe and disinfect outside of toilet   Vacuum & wipe all floors in closets as well as shelve 

 Sanitize inside of toilet  Wipe and polish any furniture present  

 Wipe towel bar and toilet paper holder  Remove cobwebs 

 Dust and damp wipe walls as requested  Vacuum any furniture present  

 Thoroughly hand dust all horizontal surfaces  UTILITY ROOMS/LAUNDRY ROOM/BASEMENT 

 Vacuum and mop all hard floors  Vacuum & clean washer and drawer etc  

 Vacuum and flat mop all hardwood floors  Dust ceiling corners, hand wipe light fixtures  

 Clean all window sills/Clean tracks and windows  Remove cobwebs/Clean tracks & windows 

 Clean all shelves   Vacuum floors/ Vacuum Carpet/Damp mop carpets  

 Wipe all door surfaces  Clean bathroom thoroughly  

 Empty trash  Clean laundry tub thoroughly 

 And more…  Empty Trash and more… 

We Clean Better ! Thank You For Your Business! 

 


